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Abstract: The increase of world population increases the solid
waste. In Lebanon, two years ago, the problem of waste
management appeared as one of the big problems to deal with.
There is still no final solution for this problem. In this work,
we studied different methods for waste management, and we
proposed a hybrid system in the aim to optimize the solution
by decreasing the pollution with acceptable price.
Our system uses the gasification technique to produce
synthesis gas; consisting of hydrogen and methane, from the
daily generated waste. This gas will be then used by fuel cells
to produce electrical and thermal energies. An organic waste
rate is recovered by anaerobic digestion to produce biogas rich
in methane. The thermal energy required for the gasification
technique is recovered by cogeneration of the fuel cell and by
an additional contribution of the biogas combustion.
This work comes as a solution to two major problems in the
Lebanon: the first one is the management of household waste
and the second is the insufficient electrical energy produced.
Our method increases the electrical efficiency and decreases
the CO2 emission in comparison with traditional organic waste
treatment methods. Additionally, using our method, we will be
able to produce enough electricity to serve more than 38,000
houses at low CO2 emission using the waste generated by
Tripoli.
Keywords: Gasification; Fuel cell; Methanisation…
I. INTRODUCTION
Since the beginning of the century, global energy consumption
has been growing strongly in all regions of the world. It seems
that, tangentially, energy consumption will continue to
increase, under the effect of economic growth on one hand,
and the increase in electricity consumption per occupant on the
other hand. The availability of fossil energy resources, the
environmental problems related to energy production and
consumption, and dependence on fossil fuels make it necessary
to rethink about energy policy and to develop new sources of
energy. Renewable energy resources (biomass, wind, solar,
hydro, etc...) would produce some of the energy we need while
contributing to the reduction of gas emissions [1].
Biomass, the term comprising all organic compounds of nonfossil origin (agricultural, wood, domestic and industrial waste
fermentable), is a short reserve of energy existing in the form
of organic carbon that could be recovered by specific processes
depending on the type of constituent. The energy recovery of
organic waste by a gasification process is used to produce a
gas rich in hydrogen and carbon monoxide called synthesis
gas. This gas is well suited to be a fuel for fueling gas turbines,
internal combustion engines or fuel cells which have very large
efficiencies compared to the other two.
II. PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION AND BASIC
PRINCIPLE
Due to the existence of the old waste immersing in land in
most of the underdeveloped countries, and untreated organic

fresh waste, we are thinking of using a hybrid system of two
types: gasification and methanisation. Additionally, we use the
fuel cell as an electric generator that can consume the obtained
product with good performance.
Thus, a system grouping gasification and fuel cell
perfectly meets the dual problem of lack of energy and
disposal of old waste for gasification and fees for
methanisation [2].
III. METHODOLOGY OF BIOMASS ENERGY
VALORISATION
Biomass, a term that includes all organic compounds of nonfossil origin (agricultural, wood, domestic and industrial
waste…), is a short supply of energy existing in the form of
organic carbon. The advantage of energy conversion of
biomasscompared to other renewable energy sources is that we
have more energy production and biomass actively participates
in the treatment of organic waste thus contributing to the
reduction of environmental impact. Biomass energy
conversion processes are essentially based on two families of
conversion processes: the biochemical pathway and the
thermochemical pathway [3].
• The biochemical pathway uses microbial and enzymatic
action to degrade biomass. Anaerobic digestion is the
transformation of biomass into biogas by a complex natural
microbial community present in fresh organic matter.
• The thermochemical pathway combines several processes
based on the cracking of biomolecules under the effect of heat:
combustion, pyrolysis, gasification can be used in heat
generation [4].
A. Gasification principle
The gasification of biomass is a thermochemical
transformation that converts a solid fuel into a synthesis gas
rich in hydrogen (H2) and carbon monoxide (CO) in the
presence of a gasifying agent (O2, air, CO2, steam of water ...).
Independently of the gasification device, the same
thermochemical processes are involved, such as: drying,
pyrolysis, combustion and gasification [8].
• Drying: At first, the moisture present in the product will
evaporate. This endothermic phase occurs at a temperature
below 200 ° C.
Wet biomass

Dry biomass + H2O

• Pyrolysis: Pyrolysis is a transformation in the absence of
oxidizing products. Under the action of heat, it breaks down
biomass into three main phases [12]:
1) A non-condensable gaseous fraction: which essentially
comprises H2O, CO, CO2, H2, CH4, C2H4, C2H2 and other
heavier hydrocarbons.
2) A condensable gaseous fraction: which contains oils
composed of water, organic species and several inorganic
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species essentially composed of Ca, Si, K, Fe, Na, S, N, P, Mg
and heavy metals.
3) A solid residue: the char (coal), mainly composed of carbon.
The amount, composition and properties of pyrolysis products
differ depending on the operating conditions, in particular the
temperature and the heating rate.High temperatures (> 700 ° C)
ensure the conversion of biomass into gas, while at lower
temperatures (<500 ° C) coke is mainly formed.
• Combustion: The volatiles, group condensable gaseous and
incondensable gaseous species, produced during the pyrolysis
phase will oxidize using a sufficient supply of air. Their
combustion makes it possible to reach high temperatures and
to bring energy into the reactor.
• Gasification: This gasification phase is initiated under the
effect of high temperatures (> 800 ° C) and differs from
pyrolysis by the addition of a gaseous reactant which may be
oxygen, product or combustion products (CO2,
H2O).
The difference with the combustion is the amount of oxygen
introduced that is less than the amount required for total
oxidation of the biomass.
B. Anaerobic digestion
Principle: Anaerobic digestion is the transformation of organic
matter into biogas (mainly methane and carbon dioxide) by a
microbial community that functions in anaerobiosis [11].
This transformation widely existing in nature is found in
swamps, intestines of animals, insects ... and very generally
when storing organic matter in the absence of oxygen.

carbon dioxide.
IV. CHOICE OF MAIN PROCESSES TO FORM OUR
HYBRID SYSTEM
The purpose of the system is to produce electricity by the fuel
cells. Before selecting the processes that transform waste into
biogas to feed the fuel cells, let us show the fuel cell used in
our system.
A. The fuel cellSOFC (Solid Oxide Fuel Cell):
The choice of fuel cell is done according to the following
features:
• The electrical efficiency.
• The electric power supplied.
• The range of feed gases acceptable.
• The temperature of the exhaust gases.
The efficiency of a SOFC fuel cell coupled with a gas turbine
(CHP system) may exceed 80-85%. With a maximum power
up to 500 MW.
The SOFC fuel cellsdisplay some particularly interesting
features:
• The advantage of being able to use in addition to pure
hydrogen, many fuels such as natural gas, diesel, carbonated
coal and biogas,
• Emission of gas: no NOx, low CO2.
• Their power can range from kilowatts to megawatts.
• A wide variety of geometries and architectures.

The classical scheme identifies four transformation steps:
hydrolysis, acidogenesis, acetogenesis and methanogenesis.

This type of fuel cell is currently of great interest given its
current and potential performance and its insensitivity to
carbon monoxide, which becomes a fuel [14]

• Hydrolysis: This phase concerns the degradation of complex
organic molecules into monomers. Compounds such as
polysaccharides (such as cellulose), proteins, and lipids are
hydrolyzed to simple sugars, amino acids and glycerol and
fatty acids respectively. This transformation is provided by
extracellular enzymes.

The principle of operation: It is an electrochemical and
controlled redox of hydrogen and oxygen with simultaneous
production of electricity, water and heat, according to the
following overall chemical reaction, known as:
H2 + ½ O2

H2O + 2e

• Acidogenesis: This phase converts the various monomers
resulting from hydrolysis into short chain organic acids (2 to 6
carbons); the main acids produced are acetic acid, propionic
acid and butyric acid. Other co-products are also generated
such as carbon dioxide and hydrogen, as well as ammonia
nitrogen (as NH4 + or NH3) in the case of protein hydrolysis.

Components: electrodes, interconnect plates or bipolar plates,
catalyst, electrolyte, interconnections.

• Acetogenesis: The acetogenesis step covers the
transformation of a small number of simple compounds into
acetate, bicarbonate and hydrogen. The bacteria that perform
this step are referred to as the Hydrogen Producing Bacteria
(OHPA). However, the accumulation of hydrogen blocks their
development and it must be eliminated. This elimination is
carried out either by methanogenic bacteria consuming
hydrogen or by sulphate-reducing bacteria (reduction of
sulphates to sulphides). The group of acetogenic bacteria is
often referred to as syntrophic bacteria.

- The synthesis gas should be rich in hydrogen.

• Methanogenesis: The methanogenic species mainly use as
substrates acetate, carbon dioxide and hydrogen. Their growth
rate is lower than that of acidogenic bacteria. The most
common methanogenic species are generally divided into two
groups:
1. Acetotrophic methanogens that is responsible of 70% of
methane production in digesters using acetate.

B. The gasification process (Pearson): The choice of the
gasification process of waste treatment should be based on the
following conditions [5, 6, 8]:

- The synthesis gas produced must be a PAC feed gas without
causing any risk of operation for the fuel cell.
However, the fuel cells chosen (SOFC) accept CO and
methane as feed gas, so a synthesis gas rich in CO and CH4 is
also appreciated, and this reduces stress. A very wide range of
gasification processes exist.
It’s found that the Pearson Technology process is the most
favorable. This process involves the conversion of organic
waste into high quality synthesis gas rich in H2 (51.5%), this
process uses water vapor as an oxidizing agent and it is a good
advantage. However, water vapor improves carbon gasification
and reforming reactions and thus increases the yield of gaseous
products: H2, CO, CO2.
The trained flow gasifier is shown schematically in Figure 1:

2. Hydrogenotrophic methanogens that use hydrogen and
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Fig. 2Principal function of digester DRANCO [4]

Fig.1Schema of trained flow gasifier [6]
The waste undergoes a pretreatment before introducing it into
the gasifier. Indeed, the waste is grounded to fine particles
(<5mm) and dried (15% humidity). In the gasifier, the
temperature is maintained at 1200 °C. After recovery of
synthesis gas, the synthesis gas undergoes 5 stages of
treatment to remove tars and ashes.
The heat recovery of the process is done in the state of
synthesis gas and also inside gasifier (25.9%) by introducing
water through the exchanger [6].
C. Anaerobic digestion process (DRANCO technology):

The waste undergoes a pretreatment before entering the
digester; in fact the organic waste is reduced in size to a size
less than 40 mm. The organic fraction is then mixed with a
large amount of digested residues. A small amount of water
vapor is added to the mixture to raise the temperature of the
mixture to 50-55 °C. The preheated mixture is then pumped up
the digester through feed tubes (Figure 2)
The biogas is recovered through the roof and flows to storage
and processing stages. The digested residue is extracted from
the bottom of the digester. Most of the extracted material is
recycled to the process and screwed to the mixing portion of
the pump for mixing with incoming fresh feed. The remaining
part (digestate) is diverted to another treatment. The average
residence time in the digester is about 20 days.
V. OUR NEW HYBRID SYSTEM

The interest of anaerobic digestion in this project is the
production of biogas in order to burn it to offset the heat
energy demand at the level of gasification.

The Tripoli landfill receives 400-450 tonnes/day of mixed
solid waste (household waste, construction and destruction
waste). In Tripoli 60% of solid waste is organic and this is an
advantage for gasification [10].

The DRANCO process [4, 7], marketed by OWS (Organic
Waste Systems), is an advanced biotechnological process for
the treatment of organic waste derived from household waste.

The diagram presented in Figure 3 shows the waste treatment
steps in the new hybrid system from sorting to electricity
generation:

DRANCO is a reliable and recognized anaerobic digestion
technology [4].

1.

2.

The sorting of waste that gives us an organic waste stream
of 2.77 Kg/s. This flow will be treated by two ways of
energy recovery of the waste: 2 kg/s will be treated by
gasification and 0.77 kg/s by anaerobic digestion.
Waste treatment:

Fig.3 Diagram of the new hybridsolid waste treatment, from sorting to electricity generation
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a.

For gasification: grinding to obtain a size less than
5mm and drying up to 15% moisture. This step takes
its heat contribution from the energy recovered from
the exhaust gases of the batteries.
b. For anaerobic digestion: grinding to obtain a size less
than 40mm
3. Gasification in a flow gasifier driven by Pearson
technology requiring 9.75 MW thermal. The synthesis gas
flow is 1.4 kg/s. The thermal efficiency of this process is
70% and allows the recovery of 25% of this heat at a
temperature of 1200 °C, this energy is used to superheat
the exhaust gas before entering the gasifier.
4. SOFC fuel cells responsible for generating electric current
from synthesis gas. We will need 11 IP-RR-SOFC parallel
stations producing 15.43 MW electric ready to be sent to
an electric grid. 7.37 MW are evacuated in thermal form
in the exhaust gas, this energy is used in the gasification
stage, methanisation and drying.
5. Methanisation in a digester by Dranco technology. The
methanisation of waste led to the production of a biogas
with a flow rate of 0.28 kg/s used for the heating of
gasifier by combustion.
VI. COMPARISON WITH OTHER PROCESSES

5.
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